We present a new analysis of the stellar population of the Orion Nebula Cluster (ONC) based on multi-band optical photometry and spectroscopy. We study the color-color diagrams in BV I, plus a narrow-band filter centered at 6200Å, finding evidences that intrinsic color scales valid for main-sequence dwarfs are incompatible with the ONC in the M spectral type range, while a better agreement is found employing intrinsic colors derived from synthetic photometry, constraining the surface gravity value as predicted by a pre-main sequence isochrone. We refine these model colors even further, empirically, by comparison with a selected sample of ONC stars with no accretion and no extinction. We consider the stars with known spectral types from the literature, and extend this sample with the addition of 65 newly classified stars from slit spectroscopy and 182 M-type from narrow-band photometry; in this way we isolate a sample of about 1000 stars with known spectral type. We introduce a new method to self-consistently derive the stellar reddening and the optical excess due to accretion from the location of each star in the BV I color-color diagram. This enables us to accurately determine the extinction of the ONC members, together with an estimate of their accretion luminosities. We adopt a lower distance for the Orion Nebula than previously assumed, based on recent parallax measurements. With a careful choice also of the spectral type-temperature transformation, we produce the new Hertzsprung-Russell diagram of the ONC population, more populated than previous works. With respect to previous works, we find higher luminosity for late-type stars and a slightly lower luminosity for early types. We determine the age distribution of the population, peaking from ∼ 2 to ∼ 3 Myr depending on the model, a higher age than previously estimated. We study the distribution of the members in the mass-age plane, and find that taking into account selection effects due to incompleteness removes an apparent correlation between mass and age. We derive the IMF for low-and intermediate-mass members of the ONC, which turns out to be model-dependent, and shows a turn-over at M 0.2 M ⊙ .
INTRODUCTION
The Orion Nebula (M42, NGC 1976) , with its associated young stellar cluster (Orion Nebula Cluster, ONC), is the nearest site of recent massive star formation and is therefore regarded as a prototype of dense star forming regions. At a distance of ∼ 400 pc from the Sun (Sandstrom et al. 2007; Menten et al. 2007; Hirota et al. 2007 ), the region is projected on the northwestern side of the Orion A giant molecular cloud, but contrary to the majority of star forming regions in the Galaxy , it is only slightly extinguished. This is due to the presence of the most massive members of the young stellar population, θ 1 Ori-C in the Trapezium cluster in particular, whose ultra-violet emission has carved an ionized cavity in the molecular material which now engulfs most of the young cluster. The high extinction provided by the background molecular cloud (up to A V ≃ 100 mag, Bergin et al. (1996) ), the position of this region at the anticenter of the Galaxy (l ≃ 209
• ), and the high projected distance from the galactic plane (b ≃ −19 • ) conspire to provide a rather low foreground and background stellar contamination, enabling us to perform extinction-limited studies of a young, nearly coeval, relatively rich and uncontaminated pre-main sequence (PMS) cluster (1−3×10 4 stars aged ∼ 1−3 Myr, Hillenbrand et al. 2001) .
Despite these advantages, observational studies of the ONC are not without difficulties. The nebulosity which surrounds the ONC population and the presence of circumstellar material (disks and envelopes) cause highly non-uniform extinction among the members which must be corrected for each individual star. Furthermore, ongoing accretion, variability due to star spots or stellar instabilities, influence the observed optical colors, which may vary with time. In principle, an observational effort including simultaneous multi-band photometry over a large wavelength range and adequate temporal sampling to account for variability effects may overcome these difficulties, disentangling the non-photospheric emission from complete spectral energy distributions (SEDs). Even in the presence of perfect measurements of photometry, and with consideration of the above effects, uncertainties remain in the conversions between colors and magnitudes to temperatures and luminosities, which differ from those of main sequence stars especially for late spectral types.
The combination of these uncertainties make the construction of an accurate H-R diagram (HRD) based on photometry alone for the PMS population misleading. The construction of the HRD is more robust when photometry is complemented with spectroscopy, since spectral types can be easily determined even though moderate extinction, and the accretion excess can be directly identified from the line emissions or measurement at high dispersion of spectral veiling. Nonetheless, also in this case, the uncertainty in the spectral type-T eff relation and, in addition, the difficulty of obtain spectra in a crowded field with bright, variable background emission limit the accuracy in deriving the stellar parameters. The ONC has been repeatedly studied both at visible wavelengths (e.g., Herbig & Terndrup 1986; Prosser et al. 1994; Hillenbrand 1997; Robberto et al. 2004 ) and in the near-IR (e.g Ali & Depoy 1995; Hillenbrand et al. 1998; Hillenbrand & Carpenter 2000; Lucas & Roche 2000; Luhman et al. 2000; Slesnick et al. 2004; Robberto et al. 2009 ) with increasing field coverage and sensitivity, probing the cluster well into the substellar regime. From the point of view of constructing the HRD of the cluster, the most complete work remains that of Hillenbrand (1997) (hereafter H97) . Using compiled plus new V I photometry and optical spectroscopy, H97 derived the extinction for ∼ 1000 stellar (i.e., above the H-burning mass) members and used the dereddened photometry to place the stars in the HRD. This made it possible to derive the stellar ages and masses through the comparison with PMS evolutionary models.
In a previous paper (Da Rio et al. 2009b , hereafter Paper I) we have presented the optical photometry of the ONC obtained in U BV I, Hα and in the 6200Å medium-band filters using the Wide Field Imager (WFI) at the 2.2m MPG/ESO telescope on La Silla. In this paper we use these data to construct the HRD for the intermediate-(1 M ⊙ M 8 M ⊙ ) and low-mass (0.08 M ⊙ M 1 M ⊙ ) end of the stellar population. As in H97, we complement the optical photometry with spectroscopy, extending the spectral catalog of that work with new spectral types from slit spectroscopy, and also from narrow-band photometry. This allows us to improve over H97 extending the completeness of the sample of members placed in the HRD. The use of multicolor photometry provides advantages in estimating the contributions of both accretion luminosity and reddening to the observed colors. However, this is possible only together with an independent estimate of T eff . For latetype stars it is not enough to rely on stellar photometry, in particular on the V and I bands alone, due to the degeneracy between reddening and T eff (H97). In principle, multi-band photometric observations can help in breaking the degeneracy (Romaniello et al. 2002) , but the presence of non-photospheric emission, such as, for example, the U and B excesses due to accretion, limits the accuracy of the results. The most reliable method to break the temperature-reddening degeneracy remains to obtain an independent estimate of the effective temperature of the stars by means of spectroscopy. Thus we derive the stellar parameters only for the sub-sample with available T eff estimates.
The paper is organized in the following way: in Section 2 we summarize the dataset used, which is a U BV I and T iO-band photometry from ground based observations; in Section 3 we study the color-color diagrams for all sources in the catalog in comparison with intrinsic colors computed from synthetic photometry; this allows us to test and correct empirically the models in order to derive the intrinsic, photospheric, colors valid for the ONC. In Section 4 we isolate the sub-sample for which a measurement of T eff is available, either from optical spectroscopy or narrow-band photometry, and using this subsample, in Section 5 we derive the new HRD of the ONC, and discuss the age distribution, the mass function, and the correlation between ages and masses using two families of PMS evolutionary models. In section 6 we summarize our findings.
THE PHOTOMETRY
We utilize our multiband optical catalog presented in Paper I to construct the HRD of the ONC. The catalog consists of a nearly-simultaneous photometry over a field of view of ∼ 34 ′ × 34 ′ which comprises most of the ONC. We detect 2612 point-like sources in the I band; 58%, 43%, and 17% of them are also detected in V , B, and U , respectively. 1040 sources are identified in the Hα band, and in the TiO narrow-band at 6200Å.
The photometry is not color-corrected towards a standard (e.g, Johnson-Cousins) system, in order to avoid an additional uncertainty introduced by these transformations, which would be prominent and non-linear due to the large difference of the WFI filter bandpasses compared to the standard bands. Therefore our U BV I catalog follows the WFI instrumental photometric system, calibrated only for zero-point derived from comparison to standard field observations in order to conform to the VegaMag convention 5 . In Table 1 we summarize the characteristics of the WFI bands we use. For each band the effective throughput is calculated multiplying the filter passbands 6 by the average CCD quantum efficiency 7 (Q.E.). This is analogous to Table 1 in Paper I, which included, by way of illustration, central wavelength and FWHM of the filters, but not accounting for the Q.E. The averaged flux of Vega for each band
is presented in column 5 of Table 1 , where S λ is the band throughput and f Vega a calibrated spectrum of Vega (Bohlin 2007) . This quantity, multiplied by the equivalent width (column 3), provides the zero-points of the photometric systems. For each band, this is the flux in erg s −1 cm −2 from a zero magnitude source when the filter throughput is normalized to have 100% response at the peak.
As described in Paper I, the 50% completeness limit of our photometric catalog is at V ≃ 20.8. In the same work we have also presented a spectral classification of 217 M-type stars, based on a photometric index derived from the V , I, and TiO magnitude.
The main improvements upon the photometric catalog of H97, which shares a similar field of view of our optical photometry, are a slightly deeper detection limit, a smaller pixel size, a higher effective wavelength of the WFI I-band than the I c band, closer to the peak of the SED for the latest spectral types. Moreover, whereas the H97 photometry was obtained merging data from different instruments and epochs, our catalog is fully based on WFI observations carried out in a single night. In this way the risk of introducing an additional uncertainty from different systematic effects affecting parts of the stellar sample is removed.
ANALYSIS OF THE PHOTOMETRIC COLORS OF THE

ONC
For a star of a given spectral type, the broad-band colors as well as the integrated flux and bolometric correction (BC), depend in general on the T eff , log g and [Fe/H]. For main sequence and post-main sequence stars the dependence has been investigated both through empirical studies (Flower 1996; Alonso et al. 1999) , relying on stellar templates, and through stellar atmosphere modeling (e.g., Allard & Hauschildt (1995) ). For young PMS stars, unfortunately, an extensive empirical study of the intrinsic photospheric colors, and their possible variation compared to MS dwarfs, has never been carried out. This is mostly due to the fact that the observed fluxes for this class of stars are strongly contaminated by excesses caused by accretion activity and circumstellar material; moreover young (few Myr old) PMS populations are usually somewhat embedded into their parental cloud, with extinction differentially affecting the cluster members. As a consequence it is rather difficult to accurately measure the intrinsic photospheric emission of PMS stars.
Further, the effects of non-uniform foreground extinction, those from the amount and composition of any circumstellar dust which affects both the total extinction and the reddening law, and those from the possible presence of on-going mass accretion cause a combination of reddening and blueing effects beyond the uncertainties in the intrinsic colors. The dependence of observed colors on the various physical parameters involved is degenerate. For these reasons, optical photometry alone is insufficient to derive stellar parameters for young stars and additional constraints are needed, for instance an independent estimate of T eff for the star. In order to disentangle or at least constrain the various effects, a precise knowledge of the underlying photospheric emission -i.e., the intrinsic colors -of young stars is required; we focus our discussion here first.
Our multi-band photometry on the ONC can inform us as to the behavior of the optical photospheric colors of young stars. The observed population spans a broad range in T eff and also features a range of disk and accretion properties, including diskless and non-accreting objects which can be used to infer intrinsic colors as a function of T eff . In this section we compare intrinsic colors predicted using synthetic photometry (Section 3.1), with the observed colors of stars in the ONC. This allows us to both test the accuracy of the model predictions, and to constrain empirically those valid for the ONC (Section 3.2). Additionally, we use synthetic photometry to model the effects of extinction and mass accretion on the integrated colors. The results of this analysis will be used in Section 4 to derive the stellar parameters of the members, for the subsample of the catalog with available T eff estimate.
Synthetic photometry
Given the wide range of stellar spectral types covered by our survey, spanning from early types to late-M stars, we must consider different families of synthetic spectra which cover different ranges of T eff . The selection of adequate model atmospheres is particularly critical for late type stars (M-type and later), whose SEDs are dominated by broad molecular absorption features and possibly contain some dust in their atmospheres that can affect the observed spectra and colors.
For intermediate temperatures we used the NextGen models (Hauschildt et al. 1999) .
This grid of synthetic spectra, computed in the range 3000 K<T eff < 10000 K using the stellar atmosphere code PHOENIX (Hauschildt et al. 1997 ) is known to reproduce fairly well the optical colors of stars down to the K spectral class. For late-M stars these models are not adequate to re-produce the observational data. Baraffe et al. (1998) show that they are unable to fit solar-metallicity V vs (V −I) color-magnitude diagrams for main sequence populations. The problems set in for (V − I) 2, which corresponds to T eff 3600 K, and can be attributed to shortcomings in the treatment of molecules. In particular, Allard et al. (2000) illustrate that the main reason for the failure of NextGen spectra in matching the optical properties of late-type stars is the incompleteness of the opacities of TiO lines and water. In that work they present new families of synthetic spectra (AMES-MT models) with updated opacities; the optical colors computed from these models were tested against the V RI photometric catalog of Leggett (1992) , finding a fairly good match with the data down to the lowest temperatures. This suggests some confidence in the ability of the AMES models to reproduce the optical colors of main sequence dwarfs, at least in the V − I range. We anticipate that in this section (see Figure 3) we will further demonstrate the good agreement between the synthetic ZAMS from AMES models and empirical BV I color scales valid for MS dwarfs. Although it remains to be demonstrated that the AMES models are appropriate also for the lower gravities of the PMS stars, the match for the main sequence gives us some confidence in the use of this grid of spectra.
We therefore use the AMES-MT models for the low temperatures in our set of atmosphere models instead of the NextGen spectra; although this substitution is strictly required only for T eff 4000 K, we adopt it for the whole 2000 K< T eff < 5000 K range so to have a smooth connection with NextGen at intermediate temperatures.
For T eff > 8000 K we use the Kurucz models (Kurucz 1993) . Due to source saturation, we lack the most luminous members of the ONC in our photometric catalog, and therefore our sample is not populated in the early type end of the population. The metallicity adopted is [M/H]= 0, the only value available for the AMES-MT grid, which is in good agreement with the observations of ONC members (e.g. D'Orazi et al. 2009) .
The values of log g span from 3.0 to 5.5 (in logarithmic scale with g in cgs units) with a step of 0.5 dex. During the PMS phase stellar contraction leads to a decrease of the stellar radius and therefore an increase in log g according to the relation:
and g ⊙ = 2.794 · 10 4 g cm s −2 . Examples of these relations are shown in Figure 1 for Siess et al. (2000) isochrones from 0.5 Myr to the ZAMS.
In general increasing ages correspond to increasing surface gravities and for the M-type stars (T eff 4000 K) the difference in log g can be more than two orders of magnitude during the PMS evolution, changing from log g ≃ 3.5 for a star aged a few Myr to log g ≃ 5.5 for a dwarf M-type stars. For early spectral types the difference is lower, about 1 dex (log g ≃ 3.5 to log g ≃ 4.5). We therefore create, by interpolating within our grid of synthetic spectra, a family of spectra corresponding to each Siess isochrone, as a function of temperature. On this family we perform synthetic photometry to compute absolute magnitudes in the WFI instrumental photomet- ric system, the standard of the photometric catalog presented in Paper I.
The absolute magnitude in a photometric band S λ of a star with a spectral energy distribution F λ , and stellar radius R is given by
where f 0 λ is a reference spectrum that gives a known apparent magnitude ZP S λ ; in the Vegamag photometric system, which uses the flux of α Lyr as reference, f 0 λ = F λ,VEGA and the zero-points ZP S λ vanish according to our definition of WFI Vegamag system (Paper I). We also assume an extinction A λ = 0, since we are interested in constructing a general observable grid of evolutionary models for unreddened objects. Eq. (3) can be rewritten then as:
where
The latter term can be directly calculated having the synthetic spectrum for every T eff point of a given isochrone, a calibrated Vega spectrum and the band profile of the WFI photometric filter. The Vega normalization is performed using a recent reference spectrum of Vega (Bohlin 2007) .
In Figure 2 we present three observed color-color plots for the ONC in B, V , I and TiO bands, together with the intrinsic colors computed from synthetic photometry using our grid of spectra selecting logg values from a Siess et al. (2000) 2 Myr isochrone and for the zero age main-sequence (ZAMS) of the same family. The 2 Myr age is illustrative here, but consistent with the age of Figure 2 . Color-color diagrams for the ONC (circles). The solid lines are the loci of intrinsic photospheric emission computed by means of synthetic photometry, assuming a 2 Myr Siess isochrone (blue line) and the Siess ZAMS (red line) to define log g as a function of T eff , for A V = 0. The reddening vectors corresponding to A V = 2 mag for two choices of R V are reported as a reference.
Table 2
Transformation between reddening parameters. ONC derived from an HRD once Siess et al. (2000) evolutionary models and a shorter distance for the ONC are used (though at least twice larger than the value found by H97 using D'Antona & Mazzitelli (1994) evolutionary models). As shown in Hillenbrand et al. (2008) , Siess models tend to predict higher ages, relative to other contemporary model isochrones, for a given PMS population in the HRD. Also, using a shorter distance for the ONC increases the age significantly from that derived by H97, by ∼ 50% In the same plot we show the extinction direction, for A V = 2. We have assumed two choices of the extinction law, the "typical" Galactic one, described by a reddening parameter R V = A V /(A B − A V ) = 3.1 and the "anomalous" one, considered more appropriate for the ONC (Johnson 1967; Costero & Peimbert 1970) , whose flatter variation with wavelength is described by a higher value R V = 5.5. Since our photometry is expressed in the WFI instrumental photometric system, we computed the transformation of the reddening parameters R λ for the WFI bands as a function of R V , which by definition refers to the Johnson photometric standard. We performed the computation, for several choices of the standard reddening parameter R V = A V /E(B − V ) (in Johnson photometric system) applying the Cardelli et al. (1989) reddening curve on our reference synthetic spectra, and measuring the extinctions in both Johnson and WFI photometric systems. Examples of the transformation between R V (Johnson) and R V , R I (WFI) bands are listed in Table 2 .
A broad range of optical colors is exhibited by the ONC stars in Figure 2 . Stars to the far right of the model ZAMS lines are heavily reddened stars, while stars to the far left, especially along B − V axes, can be explained in terms of highly accreting stars, as we demonstrate in Section 8. Stars of intermediate color require detailed interpretation. It is important to recall from above that ZAMS colors are not necessarily applicable to the young stellar population of the ONC. According to the models, the photospheric colors of pre-main sequence stars should vary significantly with age, in particular in BV I colors. From Figure 2 it is evident that the model ZAMS is systematically redder in B − V than much our data, in a way that is unexpected from a distribution of accretion rates. The effect is significant for large colors (V − I 2), corresponding to T eff 4000 K, or M-type stars. Apparently the ONC color sequence is the locus seen just to the left of the model ZAMS. This suggests either a problem with the ZAMS relation or that the intrinsic colors of young pre-main sequence stars are bluer than main-sequence dwarfs. We now explore whether the atmosphere models we have selected are appropriate to describe the intrinsic emission of first the ZAMS and Figure 3 . Comparison between the intrinsic colors derived by our synthetic photometry for a 2 Myr and the ZAMS (black lines) and the empirical colors valid for MS dwarfs from Kenyon & Hartmann (1995) and VandenBerg & Clem (2003) , in the Johnson-Cousins BV Ic bands. The modeled ZAMS, compatible with the empirical counterpart, suggests a fairly good accuracy of the atmosphere models we used, at least for log g values of dwarfs.
then the young ONC stars.
We validate that the models can reproduce the observed colors of main sequence stars by showing in Figure 3 the 2Myr model and the ZAMS model computed in the Johnson-Cousins BV I c bands using our grid of synthetic spectra, as well as empirical colors valid of MS dwarfs, from Kenyon & Hartmann (1995) and VandenBerg & Clem (2003) . We test the correctness of the model ZAMS in the standard Johnson-Cousins bands since we don't have at disposal an empirical color scale for MS dwarfs in the WFI phtometric system. We stress that due to the differences between Johnson-Cousins and WFI systems, the predicted colors are slightly different than those presented in Figure 2a , in particular the (B − V ) color is larger than that for our WFI bands; however the qualitative behavior remains unchanged: a young isochrone is significantly bluer than the ZAMS. On the other hand the model ZAMS is compatible with empirical color scales derived for the same photometric system, with offsets much smaller than the difference between the 2 Myr locus and the modeled ZAMS. This confirms that the ZAMS computed by means if synthetic photometry on our grid of atmosphere model is fairly accurate.
3.2. Constraining the intrinsic colors for ONC stars Returning now to the WFI photometric system and Figure 2 , the question becomes what is the appropriate set of intrinsic photospheric colors to utilize. In general, the non-uniform extinction of the members displaces each star in the direction of a reddening vector, spreading the location of any hypothetical ONC isochrone in color. We assume that the reddening distribution is similar for members having different spectral types; this is a fairly good approximation but for the lowest intrinsic luminosities for which high A V are below the detection threshold. Thus, the fiducial points of the observed distributions for the ONC population are expected to be parallel to any appropriate pre-main sequence model computed for A V = 0, and located at redder colors than the intrinsic photospheric locus (i.e. shifted by a non-negative amount . BV I color-color plot including only sources with small photometric error (≤ 0.1 mag), membership probability known and ≥ 98%, no Hα, excess, modest extinction from H97 (0.1 < A V < 0.5) (dots). The data have been de-reddened based on the extinctions measured from H97. As in Figure 2 , the red and blue lines represent respectively the synthetic ZAMS and 2 Myr model. The green line is our empirical calibration of the intrinsic colors, intermediate between the two (see text).
of extinction).
Although reddening from a 1 or 2 Myr isochrone could explain the observed displacement of the observed color locus redward of the model isochrones but blueward of the ZAMS, it is not adequate to simply adopt a model isochrone since one of the goals of this study is to assess the age and age spread for the ONC population. It is instructive to study the constraints available from our own photometry on the actual intrinsic BV I colors that are appropriate. We define an empirical intrinsic color isochrone in BV I for stars in the ONC by considering a set of stars that are free of both blue excess due to accretion and reddening due to extinction.
From Figure 2a ,c it is evident that the 2 Myr synthetic colors, when reddened, are more compatible with the observed sequence than the ZAMS locus. However, it is hard to provide a quantitative estimate of this level of agreement. This is because the observed sequence shows a large scattering, mainly due to the differential extinction but, as we will demonstrate in Section 8, also because of broad-band excesses caused by stellar accretion. To simplify comparison of the model colors with our data, we isolate stars that:
• are candidate non-accreting objects: we utilize the Hα excesses presented in Paper I and we select the sources with no excess.
• have modest extinction: we consider the extinctions from H97, and select sources with 0 < A V < 0.5
• are known ONC members: we consider the memberships tabulated in H97, mainly collected from Jones & Walker (1988) , and select stars with membership probability m ≥ 98%
• have small photometric errors: we restrict errors to < 0.1 mag in all BV I bands.
Restricted in this way, the sample satisfying all of the above criteria contains ∼ 21 stars and includes the known ONC members for which the observed fluxes are closest to simple photospheres. By dereddening their colors subtracting the modest extinctions measured in H97, these stars should lie on our color-color diagram along a sequence which represents the intrinsic colors valid for the ONC. This color locus is illustrated in Figure 4 , where we also overlay the predicted intrisic colors from synthetic photometry for the ZAMS and the 2 Myr isochrone. While the intrinsic colors of this sample of non-accreting ONC stars are bluer than those along the ZAMS, they are not as blue as the theoretically predicted colors for a 1-2 Myr population. We thus confirm that the intrinsic colors for the ONC are not in agreement with the dwarf colors, but rather bluer as qualitatively predicted by the 2 Myr isochrone. However, small offsets are still present with respect to the young isochrone that are color-dependent. In particular, while the 2 Myr model seems appropriate for the coolest stars (∼ 3000 K, corresponding to (V − I) ∼ 4), the observed separation of the ONC color sequence from the ZAMS locus occurs at slightly larger colors (V − I 2) than predicted by the 2 Myr model. We chose therefore to use the empirical data to refine the model isochrone colors so as to best match the data of Figure 4 . To this purpose we consider the ZAMS intrinsic colors for T eff ≥ 3700 K, the 2 Myr synthetic colors for T eff ≤ 2900 K, and a linear interpolation between the two for 2900 K<T eff < 3700 K. The result is shown also in Figure 4 , green line; it is evident how this empirical correction of the intrinsic colors now allows for a good match to the selected sample of non-accreting non-extinguished members of the ONC.
We refer hereafter as the reference model these empirically-validated intrinsic BV I colors, which can be considered a fairly good approximation of the photospheric fluxes, as a function of T eff , for the ONC.
3.3. Bolometric corrections As described above, intrinsic colors for 2 Myr and ZAMS stars were derived by means of synthetic photometry performed on a grid of spectra using the appropriate log g vs. T eff . For the intermediate log g values between the two models that is needed for our empirical isochrone, we adopt ZAMS values for T eff ≥ 3700 K, 2 Myr for T eff ≤ 2900 K, and a linear interpolation in between) to provide the empirically constrained set of model spectra that match the optical colors of the ONC.
We can use these reference spectra to also compute the bolometric corrections (BC) valid for our filters without relying on relations taken from the literature that, besides requiring color transformations, may not fully apply to pre-main-sequence stars. Clearly, based on our data, we cannot validate the accuracy of the BCs we derive from synthetic photometry. However, based on the evidences we have presented in Section and 3.1 and 3.2 suggesting that our reference model is adequate to describe the photospheric emission of the ONC stars at optical wavelengths, we are confident that the BCs derived on the same spectra are similarly appropriate.
The bolometric corrections are defined as the difference between the bolometric magnitude of an object, found by integrating the SED across all wavelengths, and the magnitude in a given band:
where C is a constant equal to the bolometric correction for the Sun, BC ⊙ , in that particular photometric band. The values of C are irrelevant in our case, since for obtaining the total luminosities in terms of L/L ⊙ (see Section 5 and Eq. 7), BC ⊙ is subtracted and vanishes; thus we impose C = 0. The integrals in Eq. 6 have been computed for the V and I bands for the reference spectra, and for consistency we considered as a reference solar spectrum a NextGen SED interpolated on the grid for solar values with T eff =5780 K, log g = 4.43, and
The results are shown in Figure 5 as a function of temperature. For comparison, we also show these relations computed in the same way but using the surfacegravity values of the Siess ZAMS and the Siess 2 Myr isochrone. As for the colors, important differences arise for T eff < 4000 K, corresponding to M-type stars. In these regime, the difference between the three models is up to 0.15 mag for BC I and up to 0.6 mag for BC V . For the derivation of the H-R diagram (see Section 5) we utilize only BC I , and the measured difference of 0.15 mag between the 2 Myr model and the ZAMS translates into an offset of 0.06 dex in log L, amount small enough to be irrelevant for the computation of the stellar parameters. Therefore, we assume the reference model BCs for consistency with the model we use to derive the intrinsic colors, confident that possible uncertainties in the BCs do not affect significantly the result. The major advantage of our approach is that we can compute consistently these quantities for the WFI photometric system which our photometry follows.
Extinction law
We are making an implicit assumption that the extinction in the entire region under study follows the same reddening law. Differences in grain size and composition might be expected, due to the complex structure of the ISM within the Orion Nebula, the non-uniformity of the foreground lid of neutral material and, for a fraction of members, the presence of circumstellar disks in different evolutionary state. Optical photometry alone cannot provide an independent assessment of the most adequate reddening law for each source, given the degeneracy for late-type stars between the observed colors and T eff and the presence of non-photospheric effects. From our color-color plots, however, we can make some general considerations. Whereas the (V − I) vs. (T iO − I) plot of Figure 2 does not provide useful information, as the reddening vectors for the two choices of R V are nearly parallel due to the limited wavelength range spanned, in the (V − I) vs. (B − I) plot the two reddening vectors are clearly separated. For spectral types K and earlier ((V − I) < 2), our template model is nearly parallel to the two reddening vectors (i.e., the above mentioned de- generacy between spectral types and reddening), meaning that all the highly extinguished members within this range should be located in a narrow stripe at higher color terms.
In Figure 6 we show the reddening directions for the two values of R V applied to the tangent points with the reference model. If R V = 5.5 were the correct choice, no stars would be detected to the right from the associated reddening direction, in contrast with our data. On the contrary, the R V = 3.1 reddening limit encompasses almost the entire photometry, with the exception of few scattered stars with high photometric errors in (B − V ). Clearly, the scatter in our data and the photometric errors limit a precise estimate of the actual value of R V . Nevertheless, we can conclude in an unquestionable way that the typical galactic law is more compatible with our data than the Costero & Peimbert (1970) .
Given the uncertainties, and for the purpose of discussing how the choice of R V affects the scientific results, we perform the analysis presented in the next sections using both values, but we present mostly the results for R V = 3.1, mentioning any systematic changes induced by assuming the higher R V , where relevant.
Mass accretion
The color-color diagrams of Figure 2 show that there is a fraction of stars lying significantly to the left of the models. In this region, according to our reference model, a star of given temperature and positive reddening cannot end up. The fact that the TiO-I vs V-I frame is the "tightest", while the (T iO−I) and (V −I) vs. (B−V ) are more scattered suggests that these sources have significant excess in the B band. Moreover, low (V − I) stars are scattered only bluewards with respect to the reference model, confirming the presence of a B-band excess for a subsample of sources with low reddening.
We investigated the possibility that the blue excess is due to accretion luminosity. According to the current paradigm for classical T Tauri stars (CTTS), gas is accreted onto the central star from an accretion disk truncated at a few stellar radii by the stellar magnetic field. From the inner edge of the disk, the material falls along infall columns beamed by magnetic field lines (Koenigl 1991; Shu et al. 1994; Muzerolle et al. 1998b) . Several lines of observational evidence support the magnetospheric model, including: (1) the broad emission lines emitted by the infalling gas, presenting occasionally redshifted absorption components (Calvet & Hartmann 1992; Muzerolle et al. 1998a) ; (2) the near-infrared spectral energy distributions (SEDs), consistent with those of disks truncated at small radii (Kenyon et al. 1994; Meyer et al. 1997) ; (3) the variations in luminosity consistent with the presence of hot spots, originating where the accretion flow impacts the stellar surface (Herbst et al. 1994; Gullbring et al. 2000) . The presence of ongoing accretion processes in the ONC has been investigated by several studies, e.g., in Rebull et al. (2000) and Robberto et al. (2004) from the U -band excess is used to obtain mass accretion rates, or in Sicilia-Aguilar et al. (2005) and Hillenbrand et al. (1998) using optical spectroscopy.
In order to verify the possible role of accretion also in our BV I bands, we simulated a typical accretion spectrum to be added to our reference models. According to Calvet & Gullbring (1998) , the total accretion column emission can be well approximated by the superposition of an optically thick emission from the heated photosphere below the shock, and an optically thin emission generated in the infalling flow. The SED of the optically thick emission is compatible with a photosphere with T eff = 6000-8000 K, while the optically thin preshock column can be modeled by thermal recombination emission. The relative fraction of the two components with respect to the total emission produced by accretion is about 3/4 and 1/4, respectively. We therefore assumed for the optically thick emission a black body with T = 7000 K, whereas for the thin emission we used the Figure 7 . Accretion spectrum simulated with Cloudy. The solid line is the total emission, which is the superposition of an optically thick emission, with T eff =7000 K, of the heated photosphere (dashed line) and the optically thin emission of ionized gas with density n = 10 8 cm −3 (dotted line).
version 07.02.01 of the Cloudy software, last described by Ferland et al. (1998) , to reproduce the spectrum of an optically thin slab (n = 10 8 cm −3 ) also at T ≃ 7, 000 K. The derived, low resolution, accretion spectrum is shown in Figure 7 .
We calculated the displacement in the color-color diagrams caused by the presence of ongoing accretion by adding these spectra, with an increasing ratio of L accr /L tot , to our reference model. For any given combination, we recalculated the synthetic photometry, deriving the (B − V ), and (V − I) colors in the WFI instrumental photometric system. The results (Figure 8) show the derived loci for each stellar temperature, all converging to the point representative of the pure accretion spectrum, as well as for fixed L accr /L tot ratios.
The blue excess that is observed for a number of the ONC targets in the (V − I) vs. (B − V ) diagram apparently can be explained by an accretion spectrum added to the stellar emission, with typical luminosity well below 10% of the total luminosity of the star. Figure 8 clearly shows that small fractions of accretion luminosity have a larger effect on the colors of low-temperature stars, indicating that accretion effects must be taken into account especially in the study of the low-mass end of the ONC.
We have tested how critical is the assumption of a unique accretion spectrum for the modeling of the color excess. When the accretion temperature is set to be 9000 K instead of 7000K (see Figure 9 ), the colors of the pure accretion spectrum (i.e. the location, in the diagram of Figure 8 where all the curves join) decrease by 0.15 mag in (B − V ) and 0.2 mag in (V − I). This is a small difference already in the limiting case of L accr /L tot =1, for much lower accretion, which is the case of the majority of our stars, the position of the accretion curves of Figure 8 remains almost unchanged. We conclude that our approximation of applying a unique accretion spectrum to model the stellar colors contamination is enough robust for our purposes.
ANALYSIS OF STARS WITH KNOWN SPECTRAL TYPE
In the previous sections we have isolated the intrinsic color scale which best fits the photospheric emission of the ONC members. From the intrinsic colors, taking also into account possible color anomalies through the addition of an accretion spectrum, we can determine the extinction A V and therefore the stellar luminosity. The combination of spectroscopic information with accurate photometry, together with our determination of the intrinsic relations (intrinsic colors and BCs for the young ONC, and the treatment of L accr excess), allow us to build the H-R diagram for the ONC improving over the analysis of previous works.
Spectral types
We take full advantage of the catalog of spectral types in the ONC of H97 to determine the temperatures of as many members as possible. Matching our catalog with the H97 spectroscopy (see Paper I), we isolated 876 sources with available spectral type.
We extend the H97 sample of spectral types using new spectroscopic data. The observations were obtained as part of a follow-up to the study of Stassun et al. (1999) of the larger Orion Nebula star forming region. The spectra were obtained with the WIYN 3.5m multi-object spectrograph at Kitt Peak National Observatory on UT 2000 Feb 11. The instrument setup was the same as described in H97, providing wavelength coverage over the range 5000Å< λ < 9000Å with spectral resolution of R ∼ 1000. Exposure times were 2 hours and the typical signal to noise ratio was ∼ 50 per resolution element. Spectral types were determined from the spectra using the same spectral indices described by H97. In particular, for our targets which are principally of K and M type, we found the TiO indices at 6760Å, 7100Å, and 7800Å to be most useful. We calibrated the indices against observations of stars previously classified by H97 as well as with the template library of Allen & Strom (1995) . For 85% of the sources a spectral type is assigned with a precision of 1 subtype or less. From these observations, we include the 65 stars that overlap with the WFI FOV.
We also add 182 stars classified in Paper I from the TiO spectro-photometric index (hereafter [TiO] ). These sources are limited in the spectral range M1-M6. Earlier spectral types are not classified with this method because our index correlates with a TiO absorption band present only in M-type stars. On the other hand, for late Mtype stars we were limited by the detection limit of the 6200Å narrow-band filter. Given the small range of T eff spanned, this selection effect in T eff corresponds to a selection in masses, since the evolutionary tracks are nearly vertical in the HRD.
Thus, spectral classification is available for 1123 out of 2621 stars with optical photometry. For 121 of them, only I−band ground-based photometry is available, and we exclude them from our analysis since the lack of at least one color term makes the derivation of the reddening impossible. The sample of stars with known spectral type and at least V and I magnitudes accounts therefore for 1002 objects, 820 of them with slit spectroscopy (from both H97 and our new spectroscopic survey) and 182 M-type stars classified by means of [TiO] index.
For the stars also present in the H97 catalog, we utilize the membership probability collected in that work, which is taken from the proper motion survey of Jones & Walker (1988) and assigning a 99% probability to the externally photo-evaporated disks (proplyds, Bally et al. 2000; Ricci et al. 2008 ) located in the vicinity of the Trapezium cluster. Among our 1002 stars, 703 are confirmed members, with a membership probability P > 50%, while 54 are non-members (P < 50%). The distribution of memberships is bimodal, peaking at P = 99% and P = 0%. This implies that our choice to define the limit at 50% does not influence significantly the selection. In fact selecting only sources with P > 80% results in selecting only 12 fewer stars. For 245 the membership is unknown, but given the relatively low fraction of confirmed non-members, we expect all but 20-30 of this stars to be ONC members. This contamination, corresponding to 2-3% of the sample is too small to bias our results; therefore we consider the unknown membership stars as bona fide members, taking advantage of the inclusion of ∼ 35% more stars in our sample to improve the statistical significance of our results.
Analysis of completeness
In paper I we obtained the completeness function of our photometric catalog, based on the comparison of the luminosity functions (LFs) derived for WFI with that of the HST/ACS survey on the ONC, characterized by a much fainter detection limit. We refer to this as the photometric completeness. Here we compute the completeness function of the sample of stars that have at least both V and I magnitude in our catalog and and available spectral type. We refer to this one as the HRD subsample completeness.
The spectroscopic catalog of H97 is shallower than our photometry, with a 50% completeness at I c ≃ 17.5 mag, and our extension from new spectroscopy does not change significantly this limit 8 . On the other hand, the subsample of stars classified with the [TiO] index is about 0.5 mag deeper than in H97, to I ∼ 18 mag and does not cover the bright end of the cluster, populated by earlier spectral types (see Paper I).
The V − I color limit is essentially set by the photometric completeness at V −band. Our I−band photometry is much deeper than the V −band: all the sources detected in V are also detected in I whereas we detect twice as much sources in I than in V . On the other hand B−band is shallower than V , but to provide an estimate of the stellar parameters at least one color (i.e., (V − I)) is needed (see Section 4.4). As a consequence, the inclusion of a star in the subsample used to derive the stellar parameters, is limited by only a) T eff estimates; b) V −band photometric detection.
The V −band subsample completeness function is the product of the photometric completeness in V and the fraction of sources, as a function of V magnitude, that have a T eff estimate. We computed the latter simply as a ratio between the LFs in V −band of the subsample and the entire catalog. In this way the subsample completeness accounts for both the detection limit of the photometry, and the selection effects from the nonhomogeneity of the sub-sample with T eff estimates. In other words, it represents the probability of a star of a given V −magnitude to be detected in V and I and to be Figure 10 . The V −band completeness of the sub-sample of stars with T eff estimates (dots). The thick line is a 6th order polynomial fit for V > 13.5, while the completeness has been assumed equal to a fraction 0.83 for V ≤ 14.
assigned a spectral type.
In Figure 10 we show the HRD subsample completeness function. We fit a polynomial for V > 13.5, while we assume the function to be constant, at 83% completeness for V ≤ 14 given the high statistical uncertainties in the determination of the function.
We include 50% of the sources at V ≃ 20 mag and the completeness is zero for V > 22 mag. The completeness is lower than 100% for the brightest end of the sample, and this is due both to saturated sources (saturated in I and not present in our catalog) or simply because of the lack of spectroscopy. The higher fraction at 15 V 18 mag comes from the classification of Mtype stars from the [TiO] photometric index, capable of detecting almost all the sources in this range and therefore providing a more complete spectral typing coverage than spectroscopy.
This completeness is used in the next sections, converted from being expressed in magnitudes to masses and ages, to correct the age distribution and the mass function.
Spectral type-temperature relations
In Section 4.1 we have collected the spectral types for part of the sources present in our photometric catalog. These must be converted into T eff , because: 1) for deriving intrinsic colors and bolometric corrections (see Section 3.3) we rely on synthetic photometry on grids of stellar atmosphere models which are computed in terms of T eff ; 2) also our model for the displacement of the colors caused by accretion luminosity -which we use in the following sections to disentangle this effect for determining A V of the members -is based on the same quantities.
To derive the effective temperatures from the available spectral types we use the spectral type vs. temperature relation of Luhman et al. (2003) . This relation, qualitatively intermediate between giants and dwarfs for Mtype stars, is derived empirically imposing that all the four members of the presumably coeval multiple system GG Tau are located on the same BCAH98 (Baraffe et al. 1998) isochrone (Luhman 1999) , and uses the relation from Schmidt-Kahler (1982) for types < M 0 . This is different from what used in H97, taken largely from Cohen & Kuhi (1979) (and supplemented with appro- Figure 11 . Comparison between the spectral type-T eff relations used for this work (Luhman et al. 2003 ) and the one used on the ONC in H97 that was derived in Cohen & Kuhi (1979) . The main differences rise with increasing spectral class, and can be several hundreds of Kelvin for late-M type stars.
priate scales for O-type stars (Chlebowski & Garmany 1991) and late M-types (Kirkpatrick et al. 1993 ) and shifted in the K8-M1 range to be smoother). Figure 11 compares the spectral type -temperature relations of Luhman with the one of H97. The major differences are for the M spectral types, where Luhman predicts higher T eff .
Using the Luhman relation partially solves a problem encountered by H97, the systematic trend of the average extinction as a function of temperature with late type stars appearing bluer than the color predicted according to their spectra type for zero extinction. This effect in H97 was partially due to the temperature-intrinsic color transformation assumed in that paper, which we already improved as described in Section 3.2; but only by using the Luhman relation between spectral types and T eff is it possible to remove the correlation between mean reddening and temperature, characterized by systematically lower -even negative -values of A V moving towards late-M spectral types. The Luhman scale, predicting for a given late spectral type a higher temperature and therefore bluer intrinsic color, reduces the number of sources whose observed colors cannot be matched by adding some reddening. A more detailed analysis on how the choice of the temperature scale affects the derived extinctions is presented in subsection 4.5.
Derivation of reddening and accretion
The reddening is defined as the difference between the observed color and the intrinsic one, for example the color excess E(V − I) = (V − I) obs − (V − I) 0 . The intrinsic color (V − I) 0 is usually derived on the basis of an assumed temperature-color relation. In the presence of accretion, however, the source colors are also affected by L accr as shown in Figure 8 , and since this effect makes the colors bluer, partially compensating the reddening caused by dust extinction, neglecting the accretion may lead to an underestimation of A V . Furthermore, in our analysis of the color-color diagrams we have accounted explicitly for surface-gravity effects and for accretion effects in all the photometric bands of our photometry. This enables us to assess both reddening and accretion more realistically than past methods, based on optical Figure 12 . Examples of the method applied for the determination of reddening taking into account accretion for three stars in our sample. The ONC sample with available T eff estimates (black dots) is plotted together with our reference model (green line). For each plot, the red circle indicates the observed colors of the considered star, and the green squares the predicted photospheric colors (for A V = 0 and Lacc = 0) given T eff of the star from its spectral type. The blue curve is the displacement, from the photospheric color, increasing Laccr/Ltot from 0 to 1 (see Figure 8) . The intersection of the reddening direction (dash-dot line) applied to the star, and the accretion curve delimits the reddening vector (solid red line). In the three cases we report in the panels the known T eff and the derived extinction and accretion luminosity for the considered star.
photometry, which assume that only one or the other of the effects dominates in the bands in which the observations have been obtained.
We have therefore developed a technique that consistently takes both A V and L accr into account, providing at the same time an estimate of the accretion luminosity and reddening. Given a star for which T eff is known, our reference model gives its original position in the colorcolor diagram for zero reddening and accretion; the measured location of the star in the color-color plots will be in general displaced because of these effects. But under the assumption that they are uncorrelated of each other (the differential extinction depends mainly on the position of the star inside the nebula) and since we know how to model them (i.e., we know the reddening vector and we have a model for the accretion providing the displacement curve for all possible values of L accr /L tot ), we can find the solution that produces the measured displacement with a unique combination of A V and L accr /L tot .
In practice, for each star in the color-color diagram, (B − V ) vs. (V − I) we compute the track (like those shown in Figure 8 ) representing the displacement computed for increasing L accr /L tot from 0 to 1 for the exact T eff value of the star. Then we found the intersection between the reddening vector applied to the position of the star and the accretion curve. This provides the exact reddening vector, and its component along the y-axis gives the excess E(V − I). The intersection point also gives a value of L accr for the star, according to our model of the accretion spectrum. In this way, under the assumption that the accretion spectrum we have used is representative of all the stars and the reddening law is the same for all stars, the values of L accr and A V for each star are uniquely derived. Some examples of this method are plotted in Figure 12 .
In a few cases this method cannot find a geometrical solution; this happens when the star is too blue or too red in (B −V ), so that the extinction line, applied backwards to the star, never crosses the curve computed for its temperature. Since the photometric errors are higher in B than in V or I, we attribute this effect to the inaccuracy of the (B − V ) color, and therefore we move the point along this axis until the closest intersection condition is found, respectively the tangency condition of reddening line and accretion curve, when the location of the star is too on the left. In the diagram, and the starting point along the accretion curve where L accr = 0 when it is too on the right.
For some stars the extinction and accretion determination is degenerate. This is the case of Figure 12c , where the reddening vector intersect the accretion curve in 2 points, either low A V and low L acc (the solution shown) or higher A V and L acc . In this cases, which involve only low-T eff stars, we always choose the first scenario.
In a few cases the derived extinction came out negative. This happens when the observed (B − V ) is higher and (V − I) is lower than the locus for zero accretion at the star's temperature. For 13% of the sources the B magnitude is not available and A V is therefore derived simply from the excess E(V − I).
In Figure 13 the distribution of A V is shown, for the two choices of R V . There is a small fraction of stars, as mentioned, for which we find a negative extinction. This, reasonably accounted for by the uncertainties, is however significantly smaller than in H97. In these cases we consider the star to have zero extinction for the derivation of the stellar parameters, as in H97. The median of the distribution extinction for the whole sample is at A V ≃ 1.5 mag.
In Figure 14 the distributions of log L accr /L tot is shown, including all the stars for which the value of L accr , derived from our geometrical method, is positive and big enough to lead to a displacement in the two color diagrams larger than the photometric error. We find about 60% of the stars showing an excess attributed to accretion, with a relative fraction L accr /L tot peaking at 5-25%. These values are comparable to those seen in the more rapidly accreting Taurus members (Herczeg & Hillenbrand 2008) . Increasing R V produces a decrease in both the fraction of accreting sources and the measured L accr , as a consequence of the steeper de-reddening vector in the B, V, I plot. We estimate the uncertainties in our determined extinction and accretion luminosity using again the geometrical method in the 2-color diagrams. Given the non-analytical nature of the method, we use a Monte Carlo (MC) approach to compute how the uncertainties in our data (both photometric errors and uncertainty in the spectral types) propagate to the determined values of A V and L accr . For each star we perturb randomly the photometry of each band with their photometric errors, assumed to be gaussian. We also consider the uncertainties in the spectral types from spectroscopy, of ±1 sub-type, and we assign a temperature within this interval from a flat distribution. We iterate this approach 200 times for each star, deriving each time the E(V − I) and log(L accr /L tot ) values. We then analyze the overall variation of the derived results. Our test shows that, on average, σ E(V −I) = 0.12 mag, with the uncertainty in the spectral typing being the dominant source of uncertainty. Concerning the accretion luminosity fraction log(L accr /L tot ), our MC test shows that the uncertainty can be up to 1 order of magnitude. We conclude that our method is fairly accurate in computing the extinction A V , a most critical parameter for placing the members in the HRD, but provides only a rough estimate of the accretion luminosities of the sources. Other methods more directly based on accretion indicators (line emission, UV-excess,...) should therefore be used for an accurate analysis of the accretion activity of our sources.
4.5. Systematic effects in deriving A V In the previous sections we have presented evidences that intrinsic colors valid for MS dwarfs are incompatible with the observed colors of the ONC, suggesting a gravity dependance of the optical color scale for M-type PMS stars. This is also predicted by atmosphere modeling, though with a limited accuracy. Thus we have calibrated the optical colors to best match our ONC data, defining our reference model for colors as a function of T eff .
We have presented a method to estimate A V from 3 photometric bands accounting for possible accretion luminosity, and we have mentioned that we chose a particular spectral type -T eff relation to reduce the number of sources showing negative A V . Here we analyze in more detail how all these aspects affect the derived reddening distribution.
We have considered all 8 possible combinations of either considering or not considering the 3 described improvements, which is: a) converting the spectral types into T eff using the Luhman et al. (2003) scale or the Cohen & Kuhi (1979) one, used, e.g., in H97; b) using the intrinsic colors in B, V , I band from our reference model or from the log g values of the ZAMS; c) deriving A V using the from BV I disentangling accretion as described in Section 4.4 or simply neglecting the accretion and the B-band information and basing solely on the excess E(V − I). In the case of the ZAMS model, we have first computed the displacements in the 2-color diagrams caused by accretion luminosity, in a similar way as for our reference model, shown in Figure 8 .
The results are presented in figure 15 , as a function if T eff to highlight systematic trends. For guidance, the top-left panel shows the results we use, and the bottomright one reproduces qualitatively the findings using the same methods and relations as in H97, with a systematical lower A V towards the latest M-type stars.
It is evident that using the Luhman temperature scale for M-type stars instead of the Cohen & Kuhi relation leads to systematically higher A V , compensating very well the problem of deriving negative reddenings.
The differences we observed in the A V values changing the color scales from ZAMS to our empirical reference model are more modest, and Figure 15 alone does not allow to clearly justify the choice of one or another color scale. We remind the reader that the intrinsic colors from Figure 15 . A V vs. log(T eff ) plots for the ONC members, for all the combinations of changing: a) T eff vs. spectral type scale -left panels using the Luhman scale, right panels using the Cohen & Kuhi scale; b) intrinsic colors: -rows 1 and 2 using our empirically calibrated reference model, rows 3 and 4 using the result of synthetic photometry constraining log g from the Siess ZAMS; c) method to derive A V : -row 1 and 3 using our geometrical method to disentangle A V from Laccr, row 2 and 4 neglecting B magnitude and deriving A V from E(V − I).
the ZAMS model do not reproduce the observed colorcolor diagrams, (see Figure 2) , and therefore can not be considered representative of the observed data. In particular, assuming the dwarfs colors leads to systematically higher accretion luminosities for cool members, predicting almost all M-type stars to have a positive value of L acc /L tot .
Finally, if we do not consider the color offsets due to ongoing accretion (Figure 15, second and fourth row) , the predicted extinctions are underestimated. This is clear from figure 8: a positive value of L accr leads to lower intrinsic colors (both B − I and V − I), increasing the measured A V .
THE H-R DIAGRAM OF THE ONC
The Hertzsprung-Russell diagram, representing the total luminosity emanating from the stellar photosphere versus the photospheric effective temperature, is the physical counterpart to the observational colormagnitude diagram. The transformation between the two requires the knowledge of a number of quantities. In our case, having at our disposal T eff , we convert the observed magnitudes into total luminosities correcting for accretion and extinction (Section 4.4), using our computed bolometric corrections for the WFI photometric system (Section 3.3), and considering the solar colors and bolometric magnitude. We therefore compute the luminosity as follows:
where I WFI and V WFI are magnitudes referred to the WFI system, while V is V Johnson . The term ∆I accr (negative) is the I band excess due to the accretion luminosity derived as shown in §4.4, directly computed from synthetic photometry on the accretion spectrum normalized to the measured value of L acc of each star, for the 2/3 of the stars showing accretion in their colors. ∆I accr has a mean value of −0.16 ± 0.1 mag, and is clearly zero for the rest of the sample. According to our convention for the bolometric correction, we have BC IWFI , ⊙ = 0. For the solar values we used (Binney & Merrifield 1998) and by means of synthetic photometry on our solar spectrum we find (V Johnson − I WFI ) ⊙ = 0.80. Regarding the distance of the ONC, recent investigations based on accurate trigonometric parallax measurements (Hirota et al. 2007; Sandstrom et al. 2007; Menten et al. 2007) lead to a revision of the value d ≃ 470 pc adopted by H97. Amongst these, we used the most precise estimate d = 414 ± 7 pc (Menten et al. 2007 ), based on a recent VLBA trigonometric parallax, corresponding to a distance modulus DM= 8.085. As mentioned in Section 4, we have excluded from our sample all the confirmed non-members, and we expect that the remaining contamination from foreground and background sources with unknown membership is relatively low (∼2 -3% of our sample).
The resulting HRDs, for the standard R V = 3.1 reddening law, are shown in Figure 16 . We mention that assuming the higher value of R V ≃ 5.5 leads to predicted higher luminosities because, for a given color excess E(V − I) the extinction A I is higher (see Table 2 ). The upper and lower panels in Figure 16 correspond to different PMS evolutionary models; top) the models by Siess, with ages from 10 5 years to the ZAMS; bottom) the models of Palla & Stahler (1999) (ages from 10 6 to 10 8 years), which include the deuterium birthline. Our sample reaches masses as low as 0.1M ⊙ , extending to the intermediate-mass range up to several solar masses. Figure 16 highlights the differences between the two families of evolutionary models in the comparison with our data. Whereas both are generally parallel to the median of the observed sequence, Siess predicts that isochrones of a given age are located at higher luminosities, which implies that the ages predicted for the cluster members are older. Palla & Stahler (1999) , on the other hand, predict lower luminosities.
There are a few anomalous stars located in regions of the HRD not covered by the PMS isochrones. Stars located below the ZAMS can be background objects with no membership information. However, there are also some underluminous confirmed members. As explained, e.g., in Kraus & Hillenbrand (2009) , this effect seen in other PMS systems is due to the presence of dense circumstellar material (e.g., an edge-on circumstellar disks) which may both a) occult partially the photosphere; and b) scattering a significant amount of stellar flux -more efficiently for short optical wavelengths -along the line of sight. This hypothesis has received recent support the study of Guarcello et al. (2010) . All the sources below the Siess ZAMS or the 100 Myr Palla isochrones are excluded from our further analysis.
We assess the overall uncertainty, from the observational errors, in the position of the stars in the HRD, using a Monte Carlo approach similar to that adopted in Section 4.4. We consider the uncertainty in the spectral type and the photometric errors, apply these effects randomly a number of times to each star, deriving the final position in the HRD as described above. For each source the methods produces a "cloud" of points in the H-R diagram which represent the real scatter associated with the star. Figure 17 shows the result of an iteration. Each star is associated to a stripe of points, whose inclination and shape in general depend on the location of the star in the 2-color diagrams and its temperature. To understand better the general behavior of the resulting uncertainties, we divide stars in bins of log(T eff ) and compute the average spread in both T eff and log L with respect to the actual position of the stars of Figure 16 . This is represented with black points and error bars in Figure 17 . It is evident that the uncertainty in T eff , which comes directly from the uncertainty in assigning spectral types, is usually much higher than the spread in log(L), even if this is influenced by the former (as mentioned in Section 4.4, the errors in T eff usually contribute more than the photometric errors in the derivation of A I , which affects log(L).
Concerning the luminosities, however, we must stress that there are several sources of uncertainties beyond the measurement errors, which involve both the data analysis and the physical nature of the members. In fact, our determination of A V and L accr from the BV I pho- Palla & Stahler (1999) (lower panel) are overplotted, for masses from 0.1M ⊙ to 3.5M ⊙ and ages from 10 5 years to the ZAMS in the Siess case, and from the birthline to 10 8 Myr for the Palla & Stahler (1999) models. Blue stars are spectral types from H97, excluding sources with a membership probability < 50%. Red circles indicate the additional sources we classify from our spectroscopic survey. Green crosses show the location of the M-type source, for which the temperature is determined from the [TiO] spectrophotometric index (see Paper I).
tometry relies on the assumption of a unique accretion spectrum in the modeling of the veiling. The SED of the accretion spectrum -and therefore its broad band colors -may actually be different from star to star. As mentioned in Section 3.5, these variations should not affect much the extinction, and so L tot . We do not have at our disposal a representative sample of calibrated accretion spectra for the ONC, mostly due the bright nebular background against which a flux-calibrated excess would have to be measured relative to the stellar continuum. Therefore we are unable to characterize explicitly the error distribution on the luminosity caused by the accretion spectrum modeling. Other sources of apparent luminosity spread are, moreover, circumstellar emission, scattered light, unresolved companions, variability and accretion history. As a consequence, the errors on L tot shown in Figure 17 do not represent the maximum uncertainty, but the minimum error based on the uncertainties of our data that are known. Only a quantitative knowledge of all the sources of luminosity spread could disentangle, therefore, apparent luminosity spread from true age spread. This problem, critical for the understanding of age distribution in the star formation history of young stellar systems (e.g., Hillenbrand et al. 2008; Hillenbrand 2009; Baraffe et al. 2009 ) will not be discussed in detail in this work.
We can compare our derived luminosities with the values found by H97, for the sources present in both catalogs. The results, as a function of T eff , are shown in Figure 18 . Besides a modest scattering in the result, most probably due to stellar variability, a definite trend is evident: for log T eff > 3.6, corresponding roughly to K and earlier spectral types, we estimate a lower bolometric luminosity. This is in part caused by the lower distance we adopted for the ONC; however this accounts for only 0.11 dex of log L. The changes we applied to the intrinsic colors and to the temperature scale do not affect critically this range of spectral types; therefore, Figure 17 . Representation of the method we used for determining the average uncertainties that affects our determination of the H-R diagram. For each star we propagate the uncertainties simulating a "cloud" of determined positions in the diagram. The black points with error bars represent the average determined uncertainty in log L and log T in 12 bins of surface temperatures. Figure 18 . Difference between bolometric luminosities derived from our calculations and from Hillenbrand (1997) , as a function of T eff . The systematic trend is evident: for early type stars we derive a lower value of L, while for M-type stars our luminosities trend towards increasingly higher values towards lower temperatures, relative to H97. A number of differences in the analyses contribute to this trend. this systematic effect is largely due to our bolometric corrections from I−band magnitudes. A different type of discrepancy appears for cold stars, where our analysis leads to higher luminosity than in H97. This is mostly due to the higher extinctions compared to H97 that we measure in this range. Since the Luhman temperature scale we adopt predicts higher T eff in this interval, our HRD is shifted both to higher log L and higher log T for M-type stars compared to H97, and continue to follow fairly well the isochronal slopes of evolutionary models.
Completeness of the HRD
In section 4.2 the completeness of our spectrophotometric catalog is derived as a function of V mag, i.e. for the CMD. This function, however, can not be directly translated in the HRD, because of differential extinction and non-linearity of intrinsic colors and bolometric corrections. Therefore we developed a statistical Figure 19 . Simulated completeness in the HRD simulation that, for each point of the CMD, determines the probability for such star to be observed and present in our spectral type sample.
We proceed as follows. We consider a uniform, dense, cartesian grid of points in the HRD. For each of these points we find its counterpart in the CMD for A V = 0, converting T eff and log L into (V − I) 0 and I 0 using the intrinsic colors of our reference model and applying backwards the bolometric correction and the distance modulus. In reality, a star having the considered T eff and log L of the grid point is not necessarily observed in this position of the CMD, but reddened along the extinction direction of an amount that follows the distribution of A V inside the nebula. We consider as a representative distribution of A V the distribution we determined in section 4.4 limited for the brightest half (in log L) of the population. This is because the reddening for intrinsically faint stars in our sample is biased towards low values, since such sources with high A V fall below our detection limit. For each point in the transformed grid in the CMD we utilize a Monte Carlo approach for applying the extinction, creating 1000 simulated reddened stars, with values of A V drawn from this distribution. Therefore, this set of aligned, simulated stars correspond to the all the positions in the CMD where a star with the considered T eff and log L can be located, following the true extinction distribution. We assign the completeness computed in Section 4.2 to all the 1000 simulated stars according to their position in the CMD. The average of the 1000 values of completeness correspond statistically to the real probability, for a source with the considered T eff and log L, to be detected in our catalog and assigned a spectral type. Iterating the same method for all the points in the HRD, we populate a 2D distribution of completeness in this plane.
The result is shown in Figure 19 . Our results show that the completeness decreases towards both low L/L ⊙ and low T eff .
5.2. Distribution in the mass-age plane Using the models of Siess et al. (2000) and Palla & Stahler (1999) , we assign an age and mass to each star. To this purpose, we compute 2D interpolated surfaces with age and mass given in function of log(T eff ), log(L/L ⊙ ). In Table 3 we present our results for the stars of our sample.
We analyze our masses and ages, and study their distribution in the mass-age diagram; this allows us also to investigate possible correlations between the two quantities.
For this purpose, we produce a number density map in a log(age) vs. log(M ) plot, counting the stars present into uniform bins of width 0.25 dex in log(age) and 0.1 dex in log(M ). A boxcar smoothing with a kernel size of 1.3 times the original grid size is applied to smooth out local variations due to statistical noise.
The result is shown in Figure 20 , upper panels, with density contours highlighted. The outermost solid contour corresponds to 1 star per bin, the second 5, and the third 9, corresponding to poisson uncertainty of 100%, 45%, and 33%. Evidence of correlations should be investigated in the inner part of the map, where the majority of the objects are positioned. Here it is evident that whereas Siess models do not show a global trend, in the Palla & Stahler case the low-mass stars turn out to be systematically younger than the intermediate masses, with an average age changing by more that one dex along our mass range. H97 reported a similar inconsistency in their analysis, based on the evolutionary models of D 'Antona & Mazzitelli (1994) . The fact that the agemass correlation is found using Palla & Stahler models while not seen in our results from Siess isochrones could imply that the latter should be considered in better agreement with our data.
However, as discussed in Palla & Stahler (1999) , the completeness of the sample can potentially bias the massage relation. This is especially true in the very-low mass regime, as seen in Figure 19 , as older PMS stars have lower luminosity than younger objects and therefore are more likely to be excluded from a stellar sample due to sensitivity limits. We therefore investigate if the incompleteness of our stellar sample could be responsible for the observed mass-age relation in order to correct the derived results.
We compute the completeness in the mass-age plane following an analogous method as for the HRD (Section 5.1), but considering instead of a uniform grid of logT eff and log L values, a cartesian grid of masses and ages in the HRD, identical to the one used for Figure 20a ,b. The result is now model-dependent, since a given massage point is located in different positions of the HRD according to the two sets of evolutionary models.
The result is shown in Figure 20 , middle panels, interpolated and smoothed in the same way as for the density maps. Results confirm that completeness decreases toward lower masses and higher ages, in a qualitatively similar fashion to the observed mass-age correlation found from our data with Palla & Stahler isochrones. Differences between the results obtained with the two sets of evolutionary models are due to the different shape of tracks and isochrones, especially in the low-mass range (see the HRDs of Figure 16 ). The cutoff for the youngest ages in the completeness derived using Palla & Stahler models is due to the lack of the early PMS phases in this family of models.
The "normalized" mass-age map, computed by dividing our preliminary results of Figure 20a ,b by the completeness map, is shown in the bottom panels of the same Figure. While the shape of the distributions in the mass- (This table is available in its entirety in a machine-readable form in the online journal. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form and content.) a H97 refers to spectral types from Hillenbrand (1997) , NEW to stars classified from our spectroscopy, TiO refers to M-type stars classified from the [TiO] photometric index. b Membership probability, as in H97.
Figure 20. Upper panels: density map in the plane log(age) vs. log(mass) according to our results using Siess et al. (2000) and Palla & Stahler (1999) evolutionary models. Stars are counted into a grid of uniform bins spaced 0.1 in log(M ) and 0.25 in log(age), and the derived map has been oversampled, interpolated and smoothed with a kernel sized 0.13 × 0.32. The color scale reported is in units of number of stars per unit of log(M ) and per unit of log(age). It is evident that in the Siess case the age distribution is uniform (besides a broad age spread at all the masses), but for the Palla & Stahler models there is an evident correlation between age and mass, predicting younger ages for very low mass stars and older for intermediate masses. Middle panels: contour plots of the completeness function in the mass-age plane, computed for the evolutionary models of Siess et al. (2000) and Palla & Stahler (1999) , and for R V = 3.1, from our simulation. The apparent vanishing completeness in the bottom-left corner of the Palla & Stahler case is due to the lack of information of these evolutionary tracks for young ages and very low masses, but this does not affect our results given that our sample includes no stars in this range. Bottom panels: the density maps of the upper panels normalized dividing it by the completeness. age plane and the average age for the ONC do not change by a large quantity, due to the smooth variation of completeness against mass and age, we find that the correlation between mass and age for the Palla & Stahler models reduces significantly, and below 1M ⊙ the trend of age with mass is less evident, while, on the contrary, for the Siess models the completeness correction suggests an anti-correlation between ages and masses, hinting for higher predicted ages for low-mass stars.
In the high-mass end of these plots (M 1M ⊙ ) there is still a tendency toward a higher measured average age, but we do not consider this as a solid evidence for a measured mass-age correlation. This for two main reasons: on the one hand, intermediate stars of young ages are not covered by the evolutionary models of Palla & Stahler, and on the other hand for low-mass and high-age fraction of the population the completeness we determined is too low to be correctable using our method. In conclusion, we do not find evidences of an age trend with respect to stellar mass in the ONC, both using Siess and Palla & Stahler evolutionary models.
The apparent over-density evident in the completenesscorrected map at log M = 0.8M ⊙ for log(age) > 7 is not relevant, being solely due to statistical noise.
The age distribution
In Figure 21 we present the measured age distribution and the same after correcting for the completeness C(τ ), for the two families of PMS models, as we now describe. From the 2D completeness functions in the mass-age plane, we can now derive the overall completeness in ages. If C(M, τ ) is the completeness function of mass and age, shown in Figure 20e ,f, the completeness in ages C(τ ) is just its projection normalized on the density in the mass-age plane:
where n(M, τ ) is the completeness-corrected density in the mass-age plane (Figure 20e ,f) and n sample (M, τ ) the measured one (Figure 20a,b) . The completeness correction does not influence significantly the average ages and the measured age spread; but increases the old age tail of the distributions. In the Siess et al. (2000) case the age distribution peaks at ∼ 3 Myr, with a broadening of 0.3 dex while with Palla & Stahler (1999) the peak is at about 2 Myr with a higher broadening of 0.4 dex. However, the broader distribution of the latter in logarithmic scale vanishes in linear units, because of the younger average age. Within 1σ the age of the population spans from 2.5 to 5 Myr for Siess, and from 1.22 to 3.22 Myr for Palla & Stahler. Increasing the slope of the reddening law produces a modest shift towards younger ages ( 0.1 dex)because of the higher luminosities derived. As mentioned in the previous section, the observed age spread does not coincide with a real star formation history, because of the unknown uncertainties in the stellar luminosities. Therefore the distributions shown in Figure 21 represents the combined effect of the real age spread and the apparent spread originated by other effects that scatter the measured luminosities. The latter is mainly due to stellar variability and scattered light from circumstellar material, and is probably responsible for the 7-9% (respectively for Palla & Stahler and Siess models) of stars with a measured age exceeding 10 Myr, percentage that increases of ∼ 50% when correcting for completeness. This fraction of old age sources is about 3-5 times higher than the upper limit for the residual contamination from nonmembers (see Section 4).
We stress that the sources of apparent luminosity scattering we have mentioned may be responsible for the tails of the age distribution, but we do not expect the overall width of the age distribution to be significantly overestimated. In particular, our age spread agrees with the one measured in the ONC by Jeffries (2007) by means of a statistical analysis of geometrically estimated radiitherefore immune of the effects of hidden binarity, variability, extinction uncertainties. This suggests that a real age spread is the main cause of the observed luminosity spread in the H-RD and that we are not significantly overestimated the width of the age distribution. 
The mass function
The mass function (MF) of a system is defined as the number distribution of stars as a function of mass. While a general observational approach measures the so-called present day mass function (PDMF), a cornerstone for understanding how stars form is the Initial Mass Function (IMF), which is the mass distribution according to which stars are born. For a pre-main sequence population younger than the time required to produce a significant mass segregation, or to evolve the most massive stars into post-MS phase, the observed mass function coincides with the IMF.
The derivation of the IMF from observations always presents several sources of uncertainty, the main ones typically being unresolved companions and completeness. We can asses the completeness of our sample as a function of mass from the 2D completeness in an equivalent way as for the age completeness (eq. 8), projecting it on the mass scale:
The results, computed for both evolutionary models, are presented in Figure 22 . In the intermediate-mass regime both evolutionary models provide similar completeness, whereas for lower masses the Palla & Stahler models lead to a systematically lower completeness.
To derive the IMF of the ONC we count the number of stars in equally spaced bins 0.1 dex wide in log M and normalize the result to the bin width in order to express the IMF in terms of ξ(M ) instead of ξ(log M ). We correct the star counts for completeness, interpolating the function shown in Figure 22 to the mass values of the IMF.
The two panels of Figure 23 show the IMF derived for both Siess and Palla & Stahler evolutionary models. In the same figure, the H97 IMF is overplotted, showing that it follows our distribution for intermediateand low-mass stars (M 0.4M ⊙ ). The Kroupa (2001) and Salpeter (1955) IMF are shown as well, evidencing the differences with our mass distributions. Specifically, Kroupa under-produces the observed low-mass population and does not exhibit the observed turn-over. Salpeter over-produces the observed number of low mass Table 4 Initial mass function for the ONC. stars with the effect perhaps even larger than indicated due to the normalization in the mid-masses rather than the high mass end. Table 4 provides the value for ξ(M ) and the associated uncertainty for the two cases.
As we mentioned in Section 5.3, the luminosity spread we measure can be slightly overestimated due to physical and observational biases such as stellar variability, hidden binarity, scattered light, and uncertainties in the positioning of the members in the H-RD. However, since the evolutionary tracks in the H-RD are nearly vertical in the mass range we investigate, and given that, as mentioned, a true age spread is probably the dominant source of luminosity spread, we do not expect that our IMF is significantly affected by these biases.
The two sets of models produce significant differences in the IMF for low-mass stars, log(M ) 0.3M ⊙ . For both models the IMF shows a flattening at low masses. This feature is real, given our accurate assessment of completeness. However, while for Palla & Stahler the change of slope from the general power-law is relatively modest and in agreement with the Kroupa mass distribution, the Siess model leads to a clear turn-over below 0.2M ⊙ , compensated by an apparent overabundance of stars in the range 0.2M ⊙ < M < 0.3M ⊙ . Similar differences in the shape of the IMF below 0.2M ⊙ , due to differences between theoretical models, temperature scales and bolometric corrections, were also reported by Hillenbrand & Carpenter (2000) .
We tested also the changes when R V is increased (not shown in the Figure) , finding that this does not introduce significant modifications in the shape of the IMF. This is not surprising, considering that the reddening law affects the luminosity of stars, shifting the point in the H-R diagram along the y−axis in proportion to the color excesses E(V − I), whereas for most of the stars in this temperature and luminosity range the evolutionary tracks are nearly vertical.
With respect to the IMF presented by Muench et al. (2002) , derived from a Monte Carlo best-fit to the observed K−band luminosity function, we confirm the power-law increase with slope similar to the x = −1.35 value of Salpeter (1955) , for masses larger than M ≃ 0.6 M ⊙ . However, the break they found at M ≃ 0.6 M ⊙ occurs in our case at lower masses, M ≃ 0.3 M ⊙ or less. This is consistent with the fact that there ONC members are known to present K−band excess due to circumstellar material, which biases the fluxes towards brighter values which are erroneously interpreted as higher masses than the underlying stars truly possess.
Thanks to the highest number of sources present in the subsample used to derive the IMF, as well as our completeness correction, we are able to constrain the position of the IMF peak at low stellar masses with a higher confidence than previous works. As discussed in Briceno (2008) , the presence of a peak in the stellar distribution at spectral types ∼M3 (corresponding roughly with masses M ∼ 0.3M ⊙ ) is measured for all the young populations of the Orion complex, suggesting a common origin for all these populations. On the contrary, other star forming regions such as Taurus and IC348 present IMFs increasing down to the hydrogen burning limit, and in the case of Taurus, showing evidences of stellar overabundance at M ∼ 0.6-0.8M ⊙ . According to our results, we confirm the presence of a peak in the very-low mass regime, but this is located lower masses, closer to 0.2M ⊙ .
In conclusion, our analysis shows that especially at the lowest stellar masses, and presumably also in the entire brown dwarf regime, the actual shape of the IMF depends strongly on the model assumptions. Our current understanding of the pre-main-sequence stellar evolution suffers from the lack of a general consensus on the best model to adopt. By combining accurate and simultaneous multicolor photometry with spectroscopy it is possible to derive critical information to constrain the models, as we have tried to show in this paper. An extension of this analysis in the substellar mass range will be enabled by the study of the HST ACS photometry (Robberto et al., in preparation) obtained for the HST Treasury Program on the Orion Nebula Cluster, to which this groundbased observational effort also belongs.
SUMMARY
In this work we perform an analysis of the simultaneous multi-band optical photometry from WFI observations presented in Da Rio et al. (2009b) , deriving a new H-R diagram of the ONC population in the lowand intermediate-mass range and the corresponding mass function.
From the comparison of the observed color-color diagrams obtained from B,V ,I and 6200Å narrow-band filters, with results of synthetic photometry, we find evidences that the intrinsic colors for the ONC differ from those of main-sequence dwarfs in the M-type regime, but they are shifted towards bluer colors, in a similar way as predicted by atmosphere models assuming log g values from a PMS isochrone. Nevertheless, the atmosphere models we use are still unable to match accurately the photospheric emission of the ONC; we therefore calibrate empirically the intrinsic color scale based on our ONC photometry, limiting to the known members with modest extinction and no accretion detected from Hα photometry.
The color-color diagrams of the population also suggests that the typical Galactic value of the reddening parameter R V = 3.1 is more compatible with our data of the ONC than a higher value of R V = 5.5.
Our derivation of intrinsic colors, in particular, allows us to improve the accuracy of the derived A V for the ONC members, a critical step for a precise positioning of the stars in the HRD. We find evidence of B-band excess for a fraction of sources in the color-color diagrams, which we attribute to stellar accretion. We develop a method that, using 3 bands simultaneously, allows us to disentangle the effects on the broad-band colors of reddening and accretion luminosity. We test the accuracy of this method finding that while it leads to a robust and more unbiased determination of A V , it is still insufficient to provide a strong constrain on the accretion luminosity.
The derivation of all the stellar parameters still needs an independent estimate of T eff . We use the spectral catalog of Hillenbrand (1997) , as well as new spectral types that we present here, and a sample M-type stars classified by means of narrow-band photometry (Paper I). This allows us to have at disposal the most complete sample of stars with known spectral type in the ONC. We study how the choice of the spectral type-T eff relation is critical to remove systematic trends in A V as a function of T eff . We find the the Luhman et al. (2000) temperature scale improves over the Cohen & Kuhi (1979) scale. We derive the bolometric luminosities for ∼ 1000 members and position them the HRD, down to the hydrogenburning limit. The revised lower distance we used of 414 pc compared to previous works leads to systematically lower luminosities; this is compensated for in Mtype stars, where we predict higher L, caused by higher measured extinctions for late-type stars. This is due to our improvements in the intrinsic colors and our method to account also for accretion effects in the observed colors.
We compute the 2D completeness function of our sample of members in the HRD, including both photometric detection and the spectral subsample. Using the evolutionary models of Siess et al. (2000) and Palla & Stahler (1999) we assign ages and masses to all the members.
We extract the age distribution from the different choice of models. In the case of Siess the average ages turn out to be higher (∼ 3 Myr) than Palla & Stahler (∼ 2 Myr) with a slightly lower spread (0.3 dex vs 0.4 dex). We find a mass-age correlation if one uses the Palla & Stahler models, with high-mass stars appearing older than low-mass stars. This trend, however, disappears when a careful statistical analysis of the completeness of our stellar sample in the mass-age plane is performed.
We derive the IMF of our sample, corrected for detection incompleteness down to the hydrogen burning limit; the IMF turns out to be model-dependant in the verylow mass range, with Siess predicting fewer low-mass stars and a turn-over at M ≃ 0.2M ⊙ while using Palla & Stahler a more modest flattening is present. N.D.R. kindly acknowledges financial support from the German Aerospace Center (DLR) through grant 50 OR 0401.
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